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1. Introduction
In his previous contribution to the Public Procurement LawReview, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform:
One Very Large Step Forward - A Response to Arie Reich”,1 Benjamin Shmueli has argued that a level
of 85 per cent for non-competitive procurement, under a system in which a public tender ought to be the
rule, is not too much. In his opinion, the reform that brought about a steep increase in exemptions from
public tenders from 65 per cent to 85 per cent in less than five years, is not a cause for alarm to the Israeli
taxpayers or regulators. Nor should one wonder whether it was “a step forward and two steps backward”,
as suggested by the present author in his original article that presented empirical research and authoritative
statistics obtained from the Ministry of Finance.2 Rather, Shmueli contends, the 2009 reform is in fact “a
very large step forward”.

It is welcome that Shmueli has decided to challenge the present author’s conclusions and to seek to
present what he considers a more balanced picture. It would be even more welcome if the present author’
concerns over what has happened to the Israeli procurement system could be alleviated. The recurring
scandals reported persistently in the Israeli press about kickbacks and corruption in connection with
government contracts have not, however, been helpful in calming the author’s misgivings over the changes.3

The fact that high-ranking politicians and civil servants are brought to justice and eventually punished
does not relieve the apprehension that something is seriously wrong with the procurement system. The
intentions of the 2009 reformwere good and the reform introduced some important procedural amendments
to the tendering regulations—the “one step forward” analysed in the present author’s previous article.
However, Shmueli’s response does not adequately address the troublesome findings of the present author’s
empirical research, which can be refuted only by additional empirical evidence.

This follow-up article will respond briefly to some of Shmueli’s critique.

* Professor of Law, Bar Ilan University, Israel. E-mail: arie.reich@biu.ac.il .
1Benjamin Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 1.
2Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

193–219.
3 In the latest development, a large number of executives of Netivei Israel, National Transport Infrastructure Company have been arrested over

suspicion of “a number of affairs linked together by organised and systematic methods of operating, whereby in return for bribes and benefits in kind
for themselves and for people close to them, senior managers at the company promoted the engagement of certain external suppliers.” (Chen Maanit,
“Senior Managers at Netivei Israel are suspected of systematically taking bribes from External Suppliers”, Globes November 2, 2015, http://www
.globes.co.il/en/article-israel-police-detains-netivei-israel-managers-in-graft-probe-1001077896 [Accessed 2March 2016]) This follows several other
corruption affairs connected to procurement, such as the “Yisrael Beitenu Affair” (http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4607728,00.html
[Accessed 2 March 2016]), bribes paid by Siemens to officials of the Israel Electric Company in order to secure procurement contracts (http://www
.haaretz.com/israel-news/business/.premium-1.679922 [Accessed 2 March 2016]) and corrupt practices in Israel Railways tenders (http://www.haaretz
.com/print-edition/business/fraud-squad-probes-possible-bribery-at-israel-railways-1.219456 [Accessed 2 March 2016]) to name a few.
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2. The New Tendering Procedures
Shmueli stresses at the outset that he has no argument with the author’s survey of the 2009 reform, the
historical background to the initiatives to introduce a reform and the committees that were set up following
that initiative. He agrees that the empirical analysis is “excellent, accurate and comprehensive”.4 Rather,
he argues that perhaps the picture painted by the present author is not as “black” as may appear. In order
to balance the picture he addresses two aspects of the reform, as did the present author’s article: the new
procedures introduced or legislatively codified; and the decentralization of the exemption authority. In
relation to the first aspect, he elaborates on the importance of these new procedures and their contribution
to a better procurement system. In relation to the second aspect, he is making the point that exemptions
are not always a bad thing and that the rate of 85 per cent exemptions found in the research is not necessarily
too much.

As noted above, the fact that the amendments to the tendering rules and the introduction of new
procedures are an important improvement is not disputed. Shmueli does a good job in explaining why
that is and how they have the potential of contributing to a more competitive and efficient tendering
system.5 The present author’s main comment on this aspect of the 2009 reform is that this potential does
not seem to have been materialized because of the scarce use of the new procedures: 88 per cent of the
tenders are still conducted in the old way using a regular public tender.6 The most used of the new
procedures is the two-phased tender (art.17D) which has been used only in 4 per cent of the public tenders.7

The tender with the additional competitive phase (art.17E) has only been used in 1 per cent of the
procurements.8 Framework tenders (art.17F), which do have a potential to stifle competition but may be
justified on efficiency grounds, have only been used in 0.3 per cent of the tenders.9 The same low rate of
use applies to tenders with a preliminary selection phase (art.17C). The present author’s findings showed
that there was no increase in the use of the new procedures over the years since the reform10 and based on
these findings, it was deduced that the government has probably not done enough to educate the agencies’
procurement officials about the new methods and to train them in using them.11 It was also found that
further integration and development of on-line tendering systems, as well as technical support for the
users, had been stopped because of budgetary constraints.

Shmueli contends that perhaps it is too early to analyze the data on the reform, “especially in the first
year or two after the reform”.12 In this regard, it needs to be emphasised, however, that the article is based
on data pertaining to the years 2008-2013, which cover four-and-a-half-years since the reform took effect.
So far it has not been possible for the author to obtain figures for 2014 from the Ministry of Finance, but
it is submitted that the period of four-and-a-half-years is in any case long enough for the new procedures
to have been assimilated. Considering that the figures do not show any increase in their use during this
whole period, one is compelled to conclude that there is a problem with the integration of the reform.

4 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 2.
5 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. (CORRECT

PAGE PLEASE).
6Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R. 215,

Table No. 3.
7Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R. 215,

Table No. 3.
8Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R. 215,

Table No. 3.
9Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R. 215,

Table No. 3.
10Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

215, Table No. 3.
11Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

215, Table No. 3 and on pp.218–219.
12 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 3. The point is

made again on p.7.
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Shmueli agrees that what is needed is more training of procurement officers, as well as more budgets
for purchase and assimilation of the on-line procurement systems.13He also proposes to turn the two-phased
public tender into a mandatory alternative, instead of the regular one-phase public tender, and to apply it
to every tender, since in his view this is a method that “has no disadvantages, only advantages.”14 The
present author submits that indeed that is generally the case but, however, that it would be unwise to
impose this two-phased method for all types of tenders. This method is mainly helpful for tenders that
involve the need to evaluate and score the quality of the various bids, and especially where such evaluation
is not “an exact science” andmay be subjective. It is here that it is necessary to prevent bias in the evaluation
process caused by the evaluators’ awareness of the prices of the various proposals.15 For other tenders,
there is no need to utilise this more complex method.

Shmueli also refers to the present author’s criticism of one of the aspects of the public tender with a
preliminary selection phase (art.17C).16 While he recognises the merit of the criticism, he stresses the
utility of this tenderingmethod in saving time and resources for both the bidders and the procuring agency.
It is appropriate clarify that the author’s article did not criticise the whole procedure as such, but rather
pointed out that the authority to set a new threshold could be problematic, and that one should consider
omitting this option.17 It should be added here that in the parallel provision of the UNCITRALModel Law
(art.48), new threshold conditions are not allowed. Rather, the procuring entity may refine certain aspects
of the description of the procurement such as aspects of the technical, quality or performance characteristics
of the required product or service, or modify award criteria. It may do so only as long as these new
conditions all conform to the requirements of theModel Law and only to the extent that such modifications
are required as a result of changes made in the technical, quality or performance characteristics of the
product.18

Finally, Shmueli claims that most of the many provisions that were introduced by the 2009 reform
concerning the conduct of the tender committees were not mentioned in the author’s article.19 This is
inaccurate. The central motif of the article was tendering procedures and to what extent procedures that
promote competition in contracting are used. Other issues, such as socio-economic policies introduced
by the reform, were outside the scope of the article. Article 22, which introduces the obligation to specify
in detail the award criteria and relative weight to be assigned to the various criteria, was mentioned and
discussed at length in the article.20 The article also mentioned that the reform has introduced new rules on
how to conduct negotiations in a fair and equitable manner by amending art.7.21 The same applies to the
amended art.23, which permits the tender committee to approach a bidder whose bid was the only acceptable
bid, but which is higher than the procurement estimate, to inform the bidder that his bid cannot be accepted

13 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 4 and 19.
14 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 5.
15Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

199. See also Omer Dekel & Amos Schurr, “Cognitive Biases in Government Procurement: An Experimental Study” Review of Law and Economics
2014; 10(2): 169–200; and Omer Dekel & Yoav Dotan, “Different Effect of Cognitive Bias on Different Decision Types: An Experimental Study of
Government Procurement”, 44 Mishpatim 689 (2015)(Hebrew).

16 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 6.
17Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

200.
18Article 48 of the UNICTRAL Model Law on Public Procurement, available: http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/procurem/ml-procurement

-2011/2011-Model-Law-on-Public-Procurement-e.pdf [Accessed 2 March 2016].
19Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 5. He enumerates

these allegedly missing provisions in fn.22.
20Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

206.
21Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

198.
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unless he improves is, and invite him to do so.22 Thus, all but one23 of the relevant amended provisions
which Shmueli claims were not mentioned were actually mentioned and discussed in the article.

3. The Steep Increase in Exemptions
We can now turn to the most important part of the article, namely the part discussing the decentralization
of the exemption authority and documenting the steep increase in exemptions following this change. In
this regard, Shmueli makes two central arguments. One is that “exemption from tender is not necessarily
a negative thing”.24 He also writes, “[I]t is not possible today to determine when too many exemptions
have been granted and what is the correct balance between the number of approvals of exemptions and
the number of tenders that are held.”25 The second argument is that the reform has introduced a number
of important amendments in relation to the exemptions from tender, “which allow for close scrutiny of
the granting of exemptions, and establish provisions that reduce the number of exemptions significantly,
thereby allaying some of the fears of ‘the cat guarding the cream’.”26 Both of these arguments will be
addressed below.

Regarding the first argument, it is by now an established and undisputed principle that competition is
good for the economy. Likewise, competitive procurement helps to ensure that government agencies get
the best value for the public they serve and to prevent waste of taxpayers’ money. A procurement that has
been exempt from the obligation to conduct a public tender is a non-competitive procurement, or at least
a less competitive procurement, and therefore more likely to result in a suboptimal purchase, both in terms
of price and in terms of quality. In addition, a non-competitive procurement is more prone to undue
interference, favoritism and corruption. It was precisely because of these considerations that the Israeli
Knesset passed the Mandatory Tenders Law in 1992 requiring all government agencies and a hoard of
other government-funded entities to conduct all of their procurement through a public tenders “that allows
every person an equal opportunity to participate in it.”

Indeed, there are cases when it may be impossible or impractical to conduct a public tender, as recognized
by all reputed procurement laws27 and international agreements in the field.28 However, these are rare
instances that should only occur in exceptional circumstances. In a normal system, they should constitute
a low percentage of the total procurement activities. For a system to reach a rate of 85 per cent
exemptions—even taking into account some of the valid reservations in relation to this figure raised by
Shmueli—cannot be considered normal or acceptable by any standard. This cannot be what the Knesset
had in mind when it passed the Mandatory Tenders Law. If an exemption rate of 85 per cent is not too
much, then one may wonder what is too much? Do we need to reach 95 per cent or 99 per cent before
Shmueli will recognize that, to borrow from Shakespeare, “something is rotten in the State of Denmark”?29

By way of comparison, the author has examined the statistics reported by the European Union.30

According to this report, the percentage of contracts awarded through the “negotiated without publication”
procedure during the years 2006–2010 were 7 per cent in terms of numbers and 5 per cent in terms of

22Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.
200, fn.53.

23The only provision that was not mentioned in my article was art.17(b)(3) and (c) regarding the tendering documents that need to be published and
provided.

24 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 7.
25 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 18.
26 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 7.
27 See for instance art.28 of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Public Procurement.
28 See for instance Article XIII of the WTO Agreement on Government Procurement (Revised Version), available here: http://www.wto.org/english

/docs_e/legal_e/rev-gpr-94_01_e.htm [Accessed 2 March 2016].
29William Shakespeare, Hamlet Act 1, Scene 4.
30European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper, Evaluation Report — Impact and Effectiveness of EU Public Procurement Legislation

Brussels, 27.6.2011, SEC(2011) 853 final.
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value.31 The percentage of contracts awarded by restricted procedures were 9 per cent in terms of numbers
and 23 per cent in terms of value. Since the Israeli figures of 85 per cent “exemptions” in terms of numbers
include also restricted procedures (named “closed tenders” in Israel), the comparable EU figures would
be 16 per cent (7+9), which is significantly lower than those reported in the author’s article on Israel. The
EU Commission also reports that “[t]he traditional open call for tenders remains the most commonly used
procedure. Over the last five years, about 73 per cent of all contract award notices published in the OJEU
followed an open procedure.”32 This figure is of course significantly higher than the 15 per cent rate of
public tenders in Israel (analogous to the “open procedure” in EU). One needs to note, however, that there
are differences in the value thresholds: the Israeli figure (85 per cent) represents the number of contracts
exempted for procurements valued over 50,000 shekel, whereas the EU threshold for coverage for supplies
at the relevant time was generally €125,000, which at the time was equivalent to approximately 600,000
shekel. The threshold for EU public works contracts was €4.85 million. However, the Commission figures
indicate that the higher the contract value is, the higher is the tendency in the EU to use procedures other
than open tenders.33 Thus, it would seem that if we were to include contracts at values lower than the
current EU threshold, the rate of open tenders would be even higher than 73 per cent. It should be recalled
that the EU numbers represent procurement practices of all of the then 30 European Economic Area
Member States, and are therefore representative of a large group of countries.

Another source for comparison is the most recent statistical report of Canada for 2012 to the WTO in
relation to its procurement under the GPA.34 The closest parallel to the Israeli “exempted contracts” category
in the GPA is contracts awarded under Article XV, i.e., “Limited Tendering”. According to Canada’s
report, the number of contracts awarded by Canadian federal government agencies through limited tendering
represented about 23 per cent of the total number of contracts.35 In terms of contract value, the limited
tendering contracts represented about 15.5 per cent of the total value of contracts.36 It is appreciated that
these figures include only “Limited Tendering” and not “Selective Tendering”, whereas the Israeli figures
include also “Closed Tenders”, which are similar to “Selective Tendering”. However, as noted in the
author’s previous article, according to the Finance Ministry’s statistics, Closed Tenders, and partly
competitive procurement procedures under arts 5 and 5A, represent less than five percent of the total
number of exemptions,37 so that cannot explain or justify the huge difference. Here too there is a difference
in thresholds which needs to be taken into account.38

It is therefore submitted that the exemption rate in Israel is much too high and must be brought down
drastically. If the reform has caused a steep increase instead of a reduction in the exemption rate, then, it
is submitted, the reform must be reversed to some degree.

31European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper, Evaluation Report — Impact and Effectiveness of EU Public Procurement Legislation
Brussels, 27 June 2011, SEC(2011) 853 final.

32European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper, Evaluation Report — Impact and Effectiveness of EU Public Procurement Legislation
Brussels, 27 June 2011, SEC(2011) 853 final.

33From the report: “Over the last five years, about 73% of all contract award notices published in the OJEU followed an open procedure. However,
this equals only 52% of the published total value, as the open procedure is mainly used for contracts of smaller value.” The remaining 27% of contracts
were awarded by Restricted Procedures (9%), Negotiated Procedures with prior publication (8%), Negotiated Procedures without prior publication
(7%) and Accelerated (Restricted or Limited) Procedures or Competitive Dialogue (3%).

34WTO, Committee on Government Procurement, “Statistics for 2011 Reported under Article XIX:5 of the Agreement — Report by Canada”
GPA/119/Add. 4 (19 October, 2015), available here: http://members.wto.org/crnattachments/2015/GPA/CAN/15_4159_00_e.pdf [Accessed 2 March
2016].

35The total number of contracts for so-called Annex 1 entities (central government entities) was 607, and the number of contracts awarded through
limited tendering was 140.

36The total value of contracts for the Annex 1 entities was CDN $1,704,089,105, whereas the value of contracts awarded through limited tendering
was CDN $263,863,530.

37Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.
211 and fn.133.

38The GPA threshold for coverage, and therefore also for reporting, is SDR 130,000, which is equivalent to approximately 700,000 shekel, whereas
the Israeli numbers relate to contracts valued over 50,000 shekel. The Canadian numbers seem to indicate that in Canada lower valued contracts are
more often awarded through limited tendering than higher valued contracts. Hence, one could expect that the rate of use of such procedures would be
higher if we were to include contracts valued of 50,000 shekel. Nevertheless, the difference in the Canadian and Israeli rates is so high (23% versus
85%) , that such an adjustment would hardly change the overall conclusion that the Israeli rate of exemption is exceptionally high.
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Shmueli argues that sometimes the gains from a public tender does not justify the bureaucratic costs
involved in conducting such a tender, and as an example he points to the art.3(1) exemption for
procurements valued less than 50,000 shekel.39 However, this exemption was never questioned in the
previous article, and the contracts exempted under this exemption were not included in the exemption
figures. This argument can therefore not be used to justify the 85 per cent rate of exemptions.

Shmueli further argues that the reform has introduced new supervision powers of the Accountant-General
that did not exist before.40 “Accordingly, even if there are more cases of approval of exemptions, as Reich
indicates, there is more oversight of them on the part of the body that apparently decentralized the authority,
so that from the perspective of approvals and reports the mechanism is balanced.”41 The present author
begs to differ. There is not necessarily more oversight. There are just more provisions that grant authority
to oversee. Whether they are used or not is a different question. Furthermore, whether, even when they
are used, the authority is effective in preventing abuse of the newfound exemption authority is yet a
different question. The steep increase in the numbers of exemptions would seem to imply that the oversight
is not effective. In fact, this is a recurring theme in Shmueli’s critique: to dismiss empirical findings by
pointing to all kinds of provisions in the regulations, assuming that the mere fact that those provisions
exist means that they are also effectively used. Clearly one must beware of confusing “the law on the
books” with “the law in action”.

Shmueli takes issue with the art.3(4) exemption, which relates to a continuation of a previous
procurement,42 and points to the fact that most of the exemptions under this provision are actually granted
by the central exemption committee in the Ministry of Finance.43 This, he argues, is therefore not a case
of the “cat guarding the cream”. While this is true, it should be noted, however, that there is a steady
increase since the reform in the number of approvals of this request that are granted by the procuring
entity’s own exemption committee or tender committee. Thus in 2008, prior to the reform, only 3 per cent
of those 3(4) exemptions were granted by the entity’s tender committee (and 97 per cent by the central
exemption committee), whereas in 2013 as much as 42 per cent of these exemptions were given by the
entity’s own exemption committee or tender committee (and only 58 per cent by the central committee).44

The 68 per cent figure (the percentage of these exemptions granted by the central exemption committee)
cited by Shmueli represents a multi-year average for 2009-2013, whereas the tendency is one of increasing
decentralisation of this exemption as well. In other words, while the central exemption committee is cutting
down on its exemptions under art.3(4), the ministries’ committees are increasing theirs.

Finally, the author would like to take issue with Shmueli’s reliance on a telephone conversation with
a Mr. Dov Levenstein, “who has served as chairman of the tender committee of the Israeli Ministry of
Transport for several decades”.45 With all due respect, such a telephone conversation is not a scientifically
valid source of information that can be relied upon in an academic article, in particular if the objective is
to refute empirically valid statistics. The anecdotal information furnished has not been confirmed by any
independent or objective source and is impossible to refute or validate. It is not even clear from the article
what the share of cyber security procurement is of the total procurement budget and to what extent the
increase in this type of procurement can explain the steep increase in exemptions from public tender in
theMinistry of Transportation (andmuch less so in all of the other government agencies in Israel, of which

39 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 9.
40 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 10.
41 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 10.
42This exemption is, by the way, similar to the GPA provision allowing limited tendering in case of:
“additional deliveries by the original supplier which are intended either as parts replacement for existing supplies, or installations, or as the
extension of existing supplies, services, or installations where a change of supplier would compel the entity to procure equipment or services not
meeting requirements of interchangeability with already existing equipment or services;”

43 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 12–13.
44Based on figures provided by Israel’s Ministry of Finance, not reported in the original article.
45 Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 14.
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Mr. Levenstein has no knowledge). Nor do we really know whether the sole-source contracting in cyber
procurement is indeed objectively justified, as alleged by an individual who has some interest in the issue.

Shmueli tries to relieve our concerns over the prevalent use of the sole-supplier exemption (art.3(29)),
which is the second most popular exemption, by assuring us that there are newly introduced checks and
balances on its use.46 These consist primarily of the obligation to publish a notice on the official procurement
website on the intention to use this exemption,47 so that if another supplier exists, that supplier can come
forwards and request that the committee change its decision and publish a call for a public tender. One
the other hand, Shmueli shares with us that in his conversation with Levenstein the latter could not recall
even one case since the reformwhere the tender committee has agreed to change its decision to sole-source.
This piece of information, for what it is worth, is not necessarily comforting. It could of course mean that
the tendering committee of the ministry has never been wrong in assuming that there was no alternative
supplier. However, it could also indicate that potential suppliers do not follow these notices or are reluctant
to come forward, or that the committee does not like to change its decisions, and will not do so voluntarily
unless it is forced by the court.48Be that as it may, the fact remains that this newmechanism has not caused
a reduction in the use of the art.3(29) exemption, and the figures show even a certain increase in its use.49

Conclusion
The present author is in agreement with Shmueli that there are many positive components to the 2009
reform, and on paper, when it came into force, there were reasons to be hopeful. Reality, however, as
reflected in the statistics presented in the present author’s original article, seems to be much more
discouraging. The new tendering procedures introduced by the reform, the virtues of which are expounded
by Shmueli in his contribution, are barely being used by the procuring agencies. Instead, they seem to
prefer to use their newfound authority of exempting themselves from public tenders and thereby saving
themselves much work and much headache. The attempt by Shmueli to justify an exemption rate of 85
per cent, or to explain that there is nothing wrong with it, is not very convincing. This response has
presented comparable figures from the EU and from Canada that are significantly lower, namely around
3–6 per cent for the EU and 15–23 per cent for Canada.
Shmueli defends damning empirical evidence by pointing to the letter of the law. The evidence presented

indicates that the letter of the law may be dead or at least not doing its job. In order to refute this evidence,
or at least to alleviate our concerns, it does not suffice to refer us back simply to what the law says, or to
rely on anecdotal, non-verifiable and non-objective factual claims. Rather, it is appropriate to present
different empirical evidence that may tell us that there is nothing to worry about and that everything is in
order. In the absence of such evidence, we need to fix the system.
Both of us are in agreement that Israeli procurement officers need to be better trained and that the system

needs to be streamlined and make much more use of modern technologies. But that is not enough. It is
submitted that the exemption authority must be taken away from the procuring agencies and given to
independent gatekeepers. One does not need to go back to the previous system, where only one central
exemption committee existed, thus creating a potential bottleneck. Rather, several exemption committees
independent of the procuring agency should be established. This would not have to involve high costs. It
would be enough to establish two or three additional exemption committees, outside any of the ministries,
each one with a defined field of expertise. The major task of these committees would be to restore the

46Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward — A Response to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 14, next to fn.44.
47Mandatory Tenders Regulations, art.3A(a).
48A few instances of such court intervention are cited in Shmueli, “Israel’s Mandatory Tenders Reform: One Very Large Step Forward—AResponse

to Arie Reich” (2016) 25 P.P.L.R. 15, fn.45.
49Arie Reich, “The 2009 Reforms of Israel’s Mandatory Tendering Regulations: One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward?” (2015) 24 P.P.L.R.

214, fn.144.
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original objective of theMandatory Tenders Law, namely, that the vast majority of government procurement
will be conducted through public tenders.
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